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stone structures
of the north Wales Slate industry

by Sean Adcock

much of the united Kingdom’s cultural heritage is inextricably linked to industry. In South Wales the development of the coal industry
helped mould communities and landscapes; in north Wales the exploitation of slate played a similar role. Throughout the 19th century north
Wales dominated world slate production and several hundred quarries operated at one time or another. The waste heaps of these quarries still
pockmark the countryside, providing an indelible reminder of the past.
Today most towns and villages in and around the quarrying areas contain terraces of distinctive small stone quarrymen’s cottages; in some
instances whole villages are essentially comprised of such cottages. At mynydd Llandegai near bethesda two parallel rows of cottages were
built for local quarrymen each with an acre of land creating a regular rectilinear pattern of fields bounded by dry stone walls and slate pillar
fences, making a signal contribution to the landscape.
It is likely that this concept developed from tyddynod or smallholdings located alongside the quarries during their early development
as workers eked out a subsistence living from quarry and land. This created a distinctive landscape wherein many of the cottages sit derelict
today in a patchwork of small fields with decaying networks of dry stone walls.
The need for quarry housing was notable within the quarries too and remains of lime mortared barracks—rows of houses used as weekday accommodation by those who lived too far away to walk to and from work on a daily basis—are relatively commonplace. In rhiw bach,
high above the already remote Penmachno slate workings, the quarry even contained its own small village.
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Abandoned quarries such as Dinorwic, facing page, and Rhosydd,
shown above, contain impressive wonders of the walling milieu.
These quoins are a metre and a half to two metres long.

Deserted in 1953, it still contains almost complete remains of houses, streets, church-cum-school, dry stone garden walls, sheds and even
a dry stone post and rail fence.
All quarries required a range of buildings in order to carry out their work. These were inevitably built from the most convenient raw
material—slate. most quarries have the remains of some buildings. Dry stone blast-shelters with their thick walls have survived the ravages of
time well and smaller dry stone buildings such as garderobes and toilets can occasionally be found perched on walls alongside waste heaps.
many quarries had retaining walls of some description. Commonplace are the impressive remains of 2 and 3 metre walls that formed
tramway embankments, created terraces or platforms, eked workspace from a hillside and retained slate waste.
Other structures can be found with the vast numbers of quarries giving rise to a diversity of remains. examples include corbelled arches,
voussoired arches, lintelled passages through walls, inclines, canalised water races and ‘launder pillars’ built to get water to water wheels
housed in stone pits or towers. At the national Slate museum in Llanberis the largest (and still operating) water wheel on the british mainland
is housed in a dry stone tower that was built in 1870 and is over 8 metres high.
The need to provide access to various levels has led to a plethora of staircases. One large, impressive set in Dinorwic runs for two hundred
metres at an average gradient of around 1:3.
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right and above: The famous overhanging ‘wailing wall’ at the Gorseddau quarry in Cwm Ystraddlyn. It
borders a tramway, protecting it from waste spillage. Why it is curving out rather than leaning in is a matter of conjecture. An interesting idea put to me recently suggests it could be the up-hill portion of a long
corbelled vault-to-be, half of a structure that would provide the continuing passage of the tram through
a tunnel whilst enabling the quarry to dispose of thousands of tons of waste overhead. It would then
resemble the much shorter passage shown above, at Hafod y Wern (Bethesda) built as part of a narrow
work platform.
far right, above: Leaning like drunken sailors is a procession of ‘launder pillars’ at Hafod y Wern quarry.
Remnants of an industrial age aqueduct, these pillars supported the troughs that brought water from its
source to turn the wheels that powered the machinery.
bottom right: The entry to the ‘dead-end tunnel’ that traversed the raised A incline at Dinorwic quarry
(see page 44) until waste was dumped to one side and the incline became a retaining wall.
below: Masterful stonemasonry—a carefully built structure at Rhosydd quarry, purpose unknown.
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